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Abstract Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR) sys-

tems aims to retrieve the most similar images in a col-

lection, given a query image. Since users are interested

in the returned images placed at the first positions

of ranked lists (which usually are the most relevant

ones), the effectiveness of these systems is very de-

pendent on the accuracy of ranking approaches. This

paper presents a novel re-ranking algorithm aiming to

exploit contextual information for improving the effec-

tiveness of rankings computed by CBIR systems. In

our approach, ranked lists and distance scores are used

to create context images, later used for retrieving con-

textual information. We also show that our re-ranking

method can be applied to other tasks, such as: (i) com-

bining ranked lists obtained by using different image de-

scriptors (rank aggregation); and (ii) combining post-
processing methods. Conducted experiments involving

shape, color, and texture descriptors and comparisons

with other post-processing methods demonstrate the

effectiveness of our method.

Keywords content-based image retrieval · re-ranking,

rank aggregation · image processing · contextual

information

1 Introduction

The continuously decrease of storage devices costs and

the technological improvements in image acquisition

and sharing facilities have enabled the dissemination of

very large digital image collections, accessible through
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various technologies. In this scenario, effective and ef-

ficient systems for searching and organizing these con-

tents are of great interest.

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) can be seen

as any technology that helps to search and organize

digital picture archives by means of their visual con-

tent [9]. In general, given a query image, a CBIR sys-

tem aims at retrieving the most similar images in a col-

lection by taking into account image visual properties

(such as, shape, color, and texture). Collection images
are ranked in decreasing order of similarity, according

to a given image descriptor. An image content descrip-

tor is characterized by [33]: (i) an extraction algorithm

that encodes image features into feature vectors; and

(ii) a similarity measure used to compare two images.

The similarity between two images is computed as a
function of the distance of their feature vectors.

A direct way to improve the effectiveness of CBIR

systems consists in using more accurate features for de-

scribing images. Another possibility is related to the

definition of similarity (or distance) functions - that

would be able to measure the distance between feature

vectors in a more effective way.

Commonly, CBIR systems compute similarity con-

sidering only pairs of images. On the other hand, the

user perception usually considers the query specifica-

tion and the query responses in a given context. In in-

teractive applications, the use of context can play an

important role [1]. Context can be broadly defined as

all information about the whole situation relevant to

an application and its set of users. In information re-

trieval and recommendation systems, that includes ge-

ographic information, user profiles, and relationships

among users and objects that can be used for improv-

ing the effectiveness of obtained results. In a CBIR sce-
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nario, relationships among images, encoded in ranked

lists, can be used for extracting contextual information.

In this paper, we present a new post-processing method

that re-ranks images by taking into account contex-

tual information encoded in ranked lists and distance

among images. We propose a novel approach for re-

trieving contextual information, by creating a gray scale

image representation of distance matrices computed by

CBIR descriptors (referenced in this paper as context

image). The context image is constructed for the k-

nearest neighbors of a query image and analyzed using

image processing techniques. The use of image process-

ing techniques for contextual information representa-

tion and processing is an important novelty of our work.

Our method uses distance matrices computed by CBIR

descriptors that are later processed considering their

image representation. The median filter, for instance,

which is a well-known nonlinear filter often used for re-

moving noise, is exploited in our approach to improve

the quality of distance scores. Basically, we consider

that “wrong” distances can be considered and repre-

sented as “noise” in the context image, and the me-

dian filter is used for filtering this noise out. In fact, a

very large number of image processing techniques can

be used for extracting useful information from context

images. We believe that our strategy opens a new are

of investigation related to the used of image processing

approaches for analyzing distances computed by CBIR

descriptor, in tasks such as image re-ranking, rank ag-

gregation, and clustering.

We evaluated the proposed method on shape, color,

and texture descriptors. Experimental results demon-

strate that the proposed method can be used in several

CBIR tasks, since it yields better results in terms of

effectiveness performance than various post-processing

algorithms recently proposed in the literature.

This paper differs from previous works [27, 30] with

regard to the following aspects: (i) it presents and dis-

cusses in more details the main concepts of the pro-

posed methods; (ii) it extends both re-ranking and rank

aggregation algorithms by considering more contextual

information and; (iii) it presents new experimental re-

sults that overcomes the original methods.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 dis-

cusses related work and Section 3 presents the problem

definition. Section 4.1 describes the contextual informa-

tion representation, while Sections 4.2 and 4.3 describe

the re-ranking and rank aggregation methods, repec-

tively. Section 4.4 discusses how to use our approach

for combining post-processing methods. Experimental

design and results are reported in Section 5. Finally,

Section 6 presents conclusions and future work.

2 Related Work

This section discusses related work. Section 2.1 dis-

cusses the re-ranking approaches and Section 2.2 de-

scribes the rank aggregation methods.

2.1 Re-Ranking

Recently, several approaches have been proposed for

performing re-ranking tasks on various information re-

trieval systems [32, 18, 10, 31, 36, 27, 41, 3]. In general,

these methods perform a post-processing analysis that

uses an initial ranking and exploits additional informa-

tion (e.g., relationships among items, user profiles) for

improving the effectiveness of ranked lists.

In the Information Retrieval scenario, the term “global

ranking” was proposed in [32] for designating a ranking

model that takes all the documents together as its in-

put, instead of only individual objects. In other words,

a global ranking uses not only the information of docu-

ments, but also the relation information among them.

The Continuous Conditional Random Fields (CRF)

has been proposed in [32] for conducting the learning

task in global ranking tasks. This model is defined as a

conditional probability distribution over ranking scores

of objects. It represents the content information of ob-

jects as well as the relation information between ob-

jects, necessary for global ranking. A global ranking

framework that solves the problem via data fusion was

proposed in [8]. The main idea of the approach is to

take each retrieved document as a pseudo-information

retrieval system. Each document generates a pseudo-

ranked list by a global function. A data fusion algorithm

is then adapted to generate the final ranked list.

Inter-documents similarity are considered in [10] and

a clustering approach is applied for regularizing retrieval

scores. In [45], a semi-supervised label propagation al-

gorithm [50] was applied for re-ranking documents in

information retrieval applications.

In the CBIR scenario, several methods also have

been proposed for post-processing retrieval tasks, con-

sidering relationships among images. A graph trans-

duction learning approach is introduced in [47]. The

algorithm computes the shape similarity of a pair of

shapes in the context of other shapes as opposed to con-

sidering only pairwise relations. The influence among

shape similarities in an image collection is analyzed

in [48]. Markov chains are used to perform a diffusion

process on a graph formed by a set of shapes, where

the influences of other shapes are propagated. The ap-

proach introduces a locally constrained diffusion pro-

cess and a method for densifying the shape space by

adding synthetic points. A shortest path propagation
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algorithm was proposed in [43], which is a graph-based

algorithm for shape/object retrieval. Given a query ob-

ject and a target database object, it explicitly finds the

shortest path between them in the distance manifold

of the database objects. Then a new distance measure

is learned based on the shortest path that distance is

used to replace the original distance measure. Another

approach based on propagating the similarity informa-

tion in a weighted graph is proposed in [46] and called

of affinity learning. Instead of propagating the similar-

ity information on the original graph, it uses a tensor

product graph (TPG) obtained by the tensor product

of the original graph with itself.

A method that exploits the shape similarity scores

is proposed in [19]. This method uses an unsupervised

clustering algorithm, aiming to capture the manifold

structure of the image relations by defining a neighbor-

hood for each data point in terms of a mutual k-nearest

neighbor graph. The DOA (Distance Optimization Al-

gorithm) is presented in [29]. DOA considers an itera-

tive clustering approach based on distances correlation

and on the similarity of ranked lists. The algorithm ex-

plores the fact that if two images are similar, their dis-

tances to other images and therefore their ranked lists

should be similar as well.

Recently, contextual information has also been con-

sidered for improving the effectiveness of image retrieval

[17, 49, 31, 36]. The objective of these methods is some-

how mimic the human behavior on judging the simi-

larity among objects by considering specific contexts.

More specifically, the notion of context can refer to

updating image similarity measures by taking into ac-

count information encoded on the ranked lists defined

by a CBIR system [36]. Similarly to aproaches based on

global ranking, these methods take information about

relationships among images for re-ranking. In [31], the

notion of context refers to the nearest neighbors of a

query image. A similarity measure is proposed for as-

sessing how similar two ranked lists are. An extension

of this approach was proposed in [36]. A clustering

method is used for representing the contextual infor-

mation. In [31], a family of contextual measures of sim-

ilarity between distributions is introduced. These con-

textual measures are then applied to the image retrieval

problem as a re-ranking method.

The Contextual Re-Ranking Algorithm proposed in

this paper aims to exploit contextual information for

image re-ranking tasks. An important novelty of the

Contextual Re-Ranking Algorithm consists in the use of

image processing techniques for contextual information

representation and processing. The proposed method is

flexible in the sense it can be easily tailored to differ-

ent CBIR tasks, considering shape, color and texture

descriptors. Furthermore, it also can be used for rank

aggregation and for combining post-processing meth-

ods.

2.2 Rank Aggregation

Different CBIR descriptors produce different rankings.

Further, it is intuitive that different descriptors may

provide different but complementary information about

images, and therefore their combination may improve

ranking performance. An approach for improving CBIR

systems consists in using rank aggregation techniques.

Basically, rank aggregation approaches aim to combine

different rankings in order to obtain a more accurate

one.

Although rank aggregation problem has a long and

interesting history that goes back at least two cen-

turies [12, 24], it has been receiving great attention by

the computer community in the last few decades. Rank

aggregation is being employed in many new applica-

tions [24, 12], such as document filtering, spam webpage

detection, meta-search, word association finding, mul-

tiple search, biological databases, and similarity search.

Commonly, different rank aggregation approaches con-

sider that objects highly ranked in many ranked lists are

likely to be relevant [7]. For estimating the relevance of

an object, given a ranked list, both rank positions [6]

and retrieval scores [14] are considered.

Recently, learning to rank approaches are being con-

sidered [13]. Their objective is to use machine learning

techniques to combine different CBIR descriptors. Rank

aggregation also can be thought as an unsupervised re-

gression, in which the goal is to find an aggregate rank-

ing that minimizes the distance to each of the given

ranked lists [37]. It also can be seen as the problem of

finding a ranking of a set of elements that is “closest to”

a given set of input rankings of the elements [11, 35, 12].

In general, by using supervised or unsupervised tech-

niques, rank aggregation methods consider only scores

or positions for producing new rankings. The rich con-

textual information encoded in relationships among im-

ages is ignored. In this paper, we exploit these relation-

ships for rank aggregation.

Differently from the aforementioned methods, in our

work, the similarity (in terms of effectiveness measures)

between descriptors to be combined is considered for

rank aggregation tasks. It is expected that uncorrelated

systems would produce different rankings of the rele-

vant objects, even when the overlap in the provided

ranked lists is high. This observation is consistent with

the statement that the combination with the lowest er-

ror occurs when the classifiers are independent and non-

correlated [7].
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3 Problem Definition

This section presents a formal definition for problems

discussed in this paper. Section 3.1 presents a definion

of the re-ranking problem considering contextual infor-

mation. Section 3.2 presents a definition of the rank

aggregation problem.

3.1 Re-Ranking Method

Let C={img1, img2, . . . , imgN} be an image collection.

Let D be an image descriptor which can be de-

fined [33] as a tuple (ε, ρ), where:

– ε: Î → Rn is a function, which extracts a feature

vector vÎ from an image Î.

– ρ: Rn × Rn → R is a distance function that com-

putes the distance between two images according to

the distance between their corresponding feature vec-

tors.

In order to obtain the distance between two images

imgi and imgj it is necessary to compute the value of

ρ(ε(imgi),ε(imgj)). For simplicity and readability pur-

poses we use the notation ρ(imgi,imgj) along the paper.

The distance ρ(imgi,imgj) among all images imgi,

imgj ∈ C can be computed to obtain an N × N dis-

tance matrix A. Given a query image imgq, we can

compute a ranked list Rimgq in response to the posed

query by taking into account the distance matrix A.

The ranked list Rimgq={imgi, imgj , . . . , imgN} can be

defined as a permutation of the collection C, such that,

if imgi is ranked higher than imgj , then ρ(imgq,imgi)

< ρ(imgq,imgj). We can also take each image imgi ∈ C
as a query image imgq, in order to obtain a set R =

{Rimg1 , Rimg2 , . . . , RimgN } of ranked lists for each im-

age imgi (1 ≤ i ≤ N) of collection C. A re-ranking

method that considers relations among all images in a

collection can be represented by function fr, such that

fr takes as input the distance matrix A and the set of

ranked lists R for computing a new distance matrix Â:

Â = fr(A,R) (1)

Based on the distance matrix Â, collection images

can be re-ranked, that is, a new set of ranked lists can

be obtained. The Contextual Re-Ranking Algorithm,

detailed in Section 4.2, consists in a implementation of

function fr.

3.2 Rank Aggregation Method

Let C be an image collection and let D = {D1, D2, . . . ,

Dm} be a set of m image descriptors. The set of descrip-

tors D can be used for computing a set of distances ma-

trices A = {A1, A2, . . . , Am}. As discussed in previous

subsection, for each distance matrix Ai ∈ A, a set of

ranked lists Ri = {R1, R2, . . . , RN} can be computed.

Let RA = {R1, R2, . . . , Rm} be a set of sets of ranked

lists (one set Ri for each matrix Ai), the objective of

rank aggregation methods that consider relationships

among images is to use the sets A and RA as input for

computing a new distance matrix Âc:

Âc = fa(A,RA) (2)

Based on the combined distance matrix Âc, a new

set of ranked lists can be computed. The Contextual

Rank Aggregation Algorithm, detailed in Section 4.3,

consists in a implemention of function fa.

4 Contextual Methods

This section presents our methods for image re-ranking

and rank aggregation considering contextual informa-

tion. Section 4.1 discusses the contextual information

representation used by our methods. Section 4.2 presents

the re-ranking algorithm while Section 4.3 presents the

rank aggregation algorithm. Finally, Section 4.4 dis-

cusses the use of our approach for combining re-ranking

methods.

4.1 Contextual Information Representation

Let C be an image collection and let D be an image

descriptor, the distance function ρ defined by D can be

used for computing the distance ρ(imgi,imgj) among

all images imgi,imgj ∈ C in order to obtain an N ×N
distance matrix A.

Our goal is to represent the distance matrix A as

a gray scale image and analyze this image for extract-

ing contextual information using image processing tech-

niques. For the gray scale image representation, refer-

enced in this paper as context image Î, we consider two

reference images imgi, imgj ∈ C.
Let the context image Î be a gray scale image de-

fined by the pair (DI ,f), where DI is a finite set of

pixels (points in N2, defined by a pair (x, y)) and f :

DI → R is a function that assigns to each pixel p ∈ DI

a real number. We define the values of f function in

terms of the distance function ρ (encoded into matrix

A) and reference images imgi, imgj ∈ C.
Let Ri = {imgi1 , imgi2 , . . . , imgiN } be the ranked

list defined by matrix A considering the reference im-

age imgi as query image; and Rj = {imgj1 , imgj2 , . . . ,

imgjN } the ranked list of reference image imgj . In this
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Fig. 1 Similar reference images. Fig. 2 Non-similar reference images.

Fig. 3 Context image for similar reference images. Fig. 4 Context image for non-similar reference images.

way, the axis of context image Î are ordered accord-

ing to the order defined by ranked lists Ri and Rj .

Let imgix ∈ Ri be an image at x position of ranked

list Ri and imgjy ∈ Rj an image at y position of the

ranked list Rj , the value of f(x, y) (function that de-

fines the gray scale of pixel p(x, y)) is defined as follows:

f(x, y) = ρ̄(imgix , imgjy ), where ρ̄ is defined by the dis-

tance function ρ normalized in the interval [0,255].

An example, considering two similar reference im-

ages (from MPEG-7 database [21]), is illustrated in Fig-

ure 1. The respective gray scale image representing ma-

trix A is illustrated in Figure 3. An analogous example

for non-similar images is showed in Figures 2 and 4.

The context images can represent a great source

of information about an image collection and distance

among images. A single context image contains infor-

mation about all distances among images and their spa-

tial relationship defined by the ranked lists of the ref-

erence images. In other words, a single pixel can re-

late four collection images: the two reference images

(that defines the position of the pixel, according to their

ranked lists) and the two images whose distance defines

the grayscale value of the pixel. Another important ad-

vantage for this image representation of distance among

images is the possibility of using a large number of im-

age processing techniques.

In this paper, our goal is to exploit useful contextual

information provided by context images. Low distance

values (similar images) are associated with dark pix-

els in the image, while high values (non-similar images)

refers to non-black pixels. Considering two similar im-

ages as reference images, the beginning of two ranked

lists should have similar images as well. This behav-

ior creates a dark region in top left corner of a con-

text image (as we can observe in Figure 3). This region

represents a neighborhood of similar images with low

distances.

The top left corner represents images at the first

position of the ranked lists of the two reference im-

ages, whose accuracy is higher than any other region in

context image. We aim to characterize contextual infor-

mation by analyzing this region using image processing

techniques. These information will be used by the re-

ranking method presented in next section.

Other regions of context images could also be of in-

terest. Considering similar reference images, the region

close to the main diagonal, for example, contains more

dark pixels (low distances) than the remaining of the

image. Once the ranked lists of reference images are

similar, pixels close to the main diagonal represent dis-

tances between similar images. The use of other regions

of context images in image re-ranking tasks is left as fu-

ture work.

4.2 The Contextual Re-Ranking Algorithm

Given an image imgi ∈ C, we aim to process contextual

information of imgi by constructing context images for

each one of its k-nearest neighbors (based on distance

matrix A). We use an affinity matrix W to store the

results of processing contextual information. Let N be

the size of collection C, the affinity matrix W is an

N × N matrix where W [k, l] represents the similarity

between images imgk and imgl.

We apply image processing techniques to process

the context images that consider imgi and each one of

its k-nearest neighbor to update the affinity matrix W .

The same process is performed for all imgi ∈ C. Since

all images of C are processed, the affinity matrix W
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Fig. 5 The Contextual Re-Ranking Algorithm.

is used as input for computing a new distance matrix

At+1 (where t indicates the current iteration).

Based on the new distance matrix At+1, a new set

of ranked lists are computed. These steps are repeated

along several iterations. Finally, after a number T of

iterations a re-ranking is performed based on final dis-

tance matrix AT in order to obtain the final set of

ranked lists. The main steps of Contextual Re-Ranking

Algorithm are illustrated in Figure 5. Algorithm 1 out-

lines the complete re-ranking method, that is detailed

in the following.

Algorithm 1 Contextual Re-Ranking Algorithm
Require: Original distance matrix A

Ensure: Processed distance matrix AT

1: t← 0
2: At ← A

3: while t < T do
4: initializeAffinityMatrix(W, 1)
5: for all imgi ∈ C do
6: k ← 1
7: for all imgj ∈ KNN(imgi) do

8: ctxImg ← createContextImage(imgi, imgj , At, L)
9: ctxImg′ ← processContextImage(ctxImg, L)

10: W ← updateAffinityMatrix(ctxImg′,W, k)
11: k ← k + 1
12: end for

13: end for

14: At+1 ← computeDistanceMatrix(W )
15: performReRanking(At+1)
16: t = t + 1
17: end while

The affinity matrix W is initialized with value 1 for

all positions in step 4. Context images are created in

step 7, as explained in Section 4.1, considering imgi
(image being processed) and imgj (current neighbor of

imgi) as reference images. The parameter L refers to

the size of the square in the top left corner of context

image that will be analyzed.

Image processing techniques are applied to context

images in step 8. Our goal is to identify dense regions

of dark pixels. Dark pixels indicate low distance values

and, therefore, similar images. These regions represent

the set of similar images at first positions of both ranked

lists whose distances to each other are low. We use a

threshold for obtaining a binary image and then identify

dark pixels. The threshold l used is computed based on

normalization given by average and maximum distance

values contained in L × L square in top left corner of

context image:

l =
avg(ρ(imgp, imgq))

max(ρ(imgp, imgq))
(3)

with p, q < L.

In the following, we apply a median filter for de-

termining regions of dense black pixels. The nonlinear

median filter, often used for removing noise, is used

in our approach aiming to correct distance among im-

ages. Basically, we consider that “wrong” distances can

be considered and represented as “noise” and the me-

dian filter is used to filter this noise out. More specifi-

cally, consider a dense region of black pixels at the top

left corner of a context image. It represents a set of

similar images (low distances) at the top positions of

ranked lists of reference images. Consider a white pixel

in this region, indicating a high distance between two

images. By taking into account the contextual infor-

mation given by the region of the pixel (position and

other close pixels), its very likely that the distance rep-

resented by this pixel is incorrect. In this scenario, the

median filter replaces the white pixel by a black pixel.

Similar reasoning can be applied to isolated black pixels

in white regions. We should note that, in extreme situa-

tions, in which the CBIR descriptors completely confuse

similar and non-similar images, there is less contextual

information available in the context images.

Figure 6 illustrates an example of a binary image

and Figure 7 shows the same image after applying the

median filter (with a masks 3× 3).

Fig. 6 Example of
binary image.

Fig. 7 Example of
filtered image.

Fig. 8 Updates of
matrix W .

Step 9 updates the affinity matrix W based on the

context images. For updating, only black pixels (and

their positions) are considered. The objective is to give

more relevance to pixels next to the origin (0, 0), e.g.,

pixels that represent the beginning of ranked lists. The
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Fig. 9 Relationship among images provided by a single pixel
of a context image.

importance of neighbors should also be considered: neigh-

bors at first positions should be considered more rele-

vant when updating W .

Let imgi ∈ C be the current image being processed.

Let imgj be the k (such that k < K) neighbor of imgi.

Let imgi and imgj be reference images and let Î(DI , f)

be the context image after thresholding and applying

the median filter. Let L be the size of the top left corner

square that should be processed and let p(x, y) ∈ DI

be a black pixel (f(x, y) = 0), such that x, y < L.

The pixel p(x, y) represents the distance between im-

ages imgx and imgy such that the image imgx is the

image at the position x of the ranked list Ri and the

image imgy is the image at position y of ranked list Rj .

Let H =
√

2× L2 be the maximum distance of

a pixel p(x, y) to origin (0, 0), as illustrated in Fig-

ure 8. Let W [x, y] represent the similarity between im-

ages imgix and imgiy . Then, for each black pixel p(x, y),

the matrix W receives five updates: the most relevant

one refers to the similarity between images imgx and

imgy; two updates refers to the relationship between

the reference image imgi with images imgx and imgy;

and two updates refers to the relationships between ref-

erence image imgj and images imgx and imgy. Fig-

ure 9 illustrates the relationship among these images

provided by each black pixel in the context image. The

update of the similarity score between imgx and imgy
(the most relevant one) is computed as follows:

W [x, y]←W [x, y] + [(K − k)× (H/
√
x2 + y2)] (4)

Note that low values of k, x, y (the beginning of

ranked lists) leads to high increments of W . Smaller in-

crements occur when k has high values and x, y = L.

In this case, the term H/
√
x2 + y2 is equal to 1. The

remaining four updates (relationship among reference

images and images imgx, imgy) are computed as fol-

lows:

W [i, x]←W [i, x] +
[(K − k)× (H/

√
x2 + y2)]

4
(5)

W [i, y]←W [i, y] +
[(K − k)× (H/

√
x2 + y2)]

4
(6)

W [j, x]←W [j, x] +
[(K − k)× (H/

√
x2 + y2)]

4
(7)

W [j, y]←W [j, y] +
[(K − k)× (H/

√
x2 + y2)]

4
(8)

Observe that these four updates have together the

same weight of the first update. They are computed

based on the position of imgx and imgy (x, y) in the

ranked the lists of other images (reference images imgi,

imgj), while the first update is given by a pixel that

represents the distance between images imgx and imgy.

When all images have been processed, and there-

fore an iteration has finished, the affinity matrix W

presents high values for similar images. But there may

be positions of W that was not updated (e.g., in the

case of non-similar reference images), and have the ini-

tial value 1. The new distance matrix At+1 (step 12 of

Algorithm 1) is computed as follows:

At+1[x, y] =

{
1 + Āt[x, y], if W[x,y] = 1

2× (1/W [x, y]), if W[x,y] > 1
(9)

where Āt is the distance matrix At normalized in the

interval [0,1]. When W [x, y] = 1, i.e., W [x, y] was not

updated by Equation 4, we use the old distance matrix

At for determining values of At+1. Otherwise (when

W [x, y] > 1), values of new distance matrix At+1 is

equal to the inverse of affinity matrix W . Since the

smallest increment for W is 1 (and therefore W [x, y] =

2), the largest value of a new distance in At+1 is 0.5.

Therefore, we normalize the new distance values in the

interval [0,1] by multiplying distances by 2. At+1 will

have values in the interval [0,2]: (i) in the interval [0,1],

if W [x, y] > 1, and (ii) in the interval [1,2], if W [x, y] =

1. A last operation is performed on the new distance

matrix At+1 for ensuring the simmetry of distances be-

tween images (ρ(x, y) = ρ(y, x)):

At+1[x, y]← At+1[y, x]← min(At+1[x, y], At+1[y, x])

(10)

Finally, a re-ranking is performed based on values

of At+1 (step 15 of Algorithm 1). At the end of T iter-

ations, a new computed distance matrix AT and a set

of new ranked list are obtained.
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4.3 The Contextual Rank Aggregation Algorithm

The presented re-ranking algorithm can be easily tai-

lored to rank aggregation tasks. In this section, we present

the Contextual Rank Aggregation Algorithm, aiming to

combine the results of different descriptors. The main

idea consists in applying the same iterative approach

based on context images, but using the affinity matrix

W for accumulating updates of different descriptors at

the first iteration.

Algorithm 2 outlines the rank aggregation algorithm.

We can observe that the agorithm is very similar to the

re-ranking algorithm (Algoithm 1). It also considers an

iterative approach and the context images for the con-

textual information processing. Note that the main dif-

ference relies on lines 8-13 of Algorithm 2, that are exe-

cuted only at the first iteration, when different matrices

Ad ∈ A of different descriptors are being combined.

Algorithm 2 Contextual Rank Aggregation Algorithm
Require: Set of distance matrices A
Ensure: Processed distance matrix AT

1: t← 1
2: while t < T do
3: initializeAffinityMatrix(W, 1)
4: for all imgi ∈ C do

5: for all imgj ∈ KNN(imgi) do
6: k ← 1
7: if t = 1 then

8: for all Ad ∈ A do
9: ctxImg ←

createContextImage(imgi, imgj , Ad, L)
10: ctxImg′ ← processContextImage(ctxImg, L)
11: W ← updateAffinityMatrix(ctxImg′,W, k)
12: k ← k + 1
13: end for
14: else

15: ctxImg ← createContextImage(imgi, imgj , At, L)
16: ctxImg′ ← processContextImage(ctxImg, L)
17: W ← updateAffinityMatrix(ctxImg′,W, k)
18: k ← k + 1
19: end if

20: end for

21: end for
22: At+1 ← computeDistanceMatrix(W )
23: performReRanking(At+1)
24: t = t + 1
25: end while

4.4 Combining Post-Processing Methods

We defined a generic re-ranking algorithm as a imple-

mentation of a function fr(A,R) in Section 3.1. Both

the input and output of the function fr is given by a

distance matrix (since the set of ranked lists R can be

computed based on distance matrix).

In this way, a matrix obtained from another post

processing method (other implementation of fr) can be

submitted to our re-ranking algorithm. Different ap-

proaches may exploit different relationships among im-

ages and further improve the effectiveness of CBIR sys-

tems. Contextual information can be exploited by our

re-ranking algorithm even after other methods have al-

ready been processed. We present experiments for val-

idating this conjecture in Section 5.4.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present the set of conducted ex-

periments for demonstrating the effectiveness of our

method. We analyzed and compared our method under

several aspects. In Section 5.1.1, we present an analysis

of the Contextual Algorithm considering: the impact

of parameters and image processing techniques on the

re-ranking algorithm; and a brief discussion about com-

plexity and efficiency.

In Section 5.2, we discuss the experimental results

for our re-ranking method. Section 5.2.1 presents results

of the use of our method for several shape descriptors,

considering the well-known MPEG-7 database [21]. Sec-

tions 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 aim to validate the hypothesis that

our method can be applied to general image retrieval

tasks. In addition to shape descriptors, we conducted

experiments with color and texture descriptors.

Section 5.3 presents experimental results of our method

on rank aggregation tasks. Section 5.4 presents experi-

mental results of our re-ranking method combined with

other post-processing methods. Finally, we also con-
ducted experiments aiming to compare our results to

state-of-the-art related post-processing and rank aggre-

gation methods in Section 5.5.

All experiments were conducted considering all im-

ages in the collections as query images. Results pre-

sented in the paper (MAP and Recall@40 scores) rep-

resent an average result.

5.1 Experiment 1: Analysis of Contextual Re-Ranking

Algorithm

In this section, we evaluated the Contextual Re-Ranking

Algorithm with regard to different aspects. Section 5.1.1

analyzes the impact of parameters in effectiveness re-

sults. Section 5.1.2 evaluates the relevance of image

processing techniques for the algorithm. Section 5.1.3

discusses aspects of efficiency and computational com-

plexity.
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Fig. 10 Iteration 1: 91.84%, K=5, L=50. Fig. 11 Iteration 2: 94.41%, K=7, L=25.

Fig. 12 Iteration 3: 95.29%, K=7, L=25. Fig. 13 Iteration 4: 95.66%, K=7, L=25.

5.1.1 Impact of Parameters

The execution of Algorithms 1 and 2 considers three

parameters: (i) K - number of neighbors used as refer-

ence images; (ii) L - size of top left square of context

image to be analyzed; and (ii) T - number of iterations

that the algorithm is executed.

To evaluate the influence of different parameter set-
tings on the retrieval scores and for determining the

best parameters values we conducted a set of exper-

iments. We use the MPEG-7 database [21] with the

so-called bullseye score (Recall@40 ), which counts all

matching objects within the 40 most similar candidates.

The MPEG-7 data set consists of 1400 silhouette im-

ages grouped into 70 classes. Each class has 20 different

shapes. Since each class consists of 20 objects, the re-

trieved score is normalized with the highest possible

number of hits. For distance computation, we used the

CFD [28] shape descriptor.

Retrieval scores are computed ranging parameters

K in the interval [1,10] and L in the interval [1,60] (with

increments of 5) for each iteration. Figures 10, 11, 12,

and 13 show surfaces that represent retrieval scores for

iterations 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. For each iteration,

the best retrieval score was determined.

We observed that the best retrieval scores increased

along iterations and parameters converged for values

Fig. 14 Impact of iterations on precision.

K = 7 and L = 25. Figure 14 illustrates the evolution

of precision according to the iterations of re-ranking

algorithm. The best retrieval score was reached at it-

eration T = 5: 95.71%. Note that these parameters

may change for databases with very different sizes. The

parameter values K = 7, L = 25, and T = 5 was

used for all experiments, except for Soccer color dataset

(described in Scetion 5.2.3). Since this dataset is very

smaller than others, we used K = 3.
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5.1.2 Impact of Image Processing Techiniques

In this section we aim to evaluate the impact of the im-

age processing techniques in effectiveness results. For

the experiments, we consider the MPEG-7 [21] dataset

(with Recall@40 score), the CFD [28] shape descrip-

tor and the parameters values defined in Section 5.1.1.

We evaluated the method with regard to the follows

aspects:

– Median filter: we have disabled the median filter

(considering only the thresholding). The retrieval

score obtained was 93.94%.

– Thresholding: we have disabled the thresholding

and filter steps (considering updating for all pixels

in context images). The effectiviness result obtained

was 92.89%.

– Masks of median filter: we evaluated the effec-

tivenes of the method for different sizes of masks (3,

5, and 7). We have obtained for masks 3, 5, and 7,

respectively 95.71%, 95.36%, and 95.18%.

The experimental results demostrate the positive

impact of image processing techniques in effetiveness

results of Contextual Re-Ranking Algorithm. The best

retrieval score was obtained when a thresholding and a

median filter of mask 3× 3 are used.

5.1.3 Aspects of Effiency

This paper focuses on the presentation of Contextual

Re-Ranking algorithm and its effectiveness evaluation.

The focus on effectiveness is justified by the fact that

the execution of the algorithm is expected to be off-line,

as in other post-processing methods [43]. This subsec-

tion aims to briefly discuss some aspects of efficiency

and computational complexity.

Let C be an image collection with N images. The

number of context images that should be processed is

equal to (N ×K × T ). The size of context images that

impacts the number of updates in matrix W is given by

L2 pixels. Since the parameters K, T , and L have fixed

values independent of N , the asymptotic computional

complexity of mains steps of the algorithm (image pro-

cessing and W matrix updating steps) is O(N). Other

stpes of the algorithm have different complexities. The

matrices A and W are recomputed (O(N2)) at each

iteration. The re-ranking step computes a sort oper-

ation (O(NlogN)) for all images (O(N2logN)). How-

ever, these steps admit optimizations: once the updat-

ings for matrix W impacts a small subset of positions

(depending on the size L2 of context image), the ma-

trices do not require to be totally recomputed and the

ranked lists do not require to be totally sorted again.

The Contextual Re-Ranking algorithm can also be mas-

sively parallelized, since there is no dependece between

processing of different context images at a same iter-

ation. Optimizations and parallelization issues will be

investigated in future work.

Note also that other post-processing methods use

matrices multiplication approaches [47, 48] and graph

algorithms [43], both with complexity of O(N3).

We evaluated the computation time of Contextual

Re-Ranking algorithm for MPEG-7 dataset (N = 1400),

using the parameters defined in Section 5.1.1 (K = 7,

L = 25 and T = 5), executing in a Linux PC Core 2

Quad and using a C implementation. This execution

took approximately 6s.

5.2 Experiment 2: Re-Ranking

In this section, we present a set of conducted experi-

ments for demonstrating the effectiveness of our method.

Various post-processing methods [19, 48, 47, 26] have

been evaluated considering only one type of visual prop-

erty (usually, either color or shape). We aim to evalu-

ate the use of our method in a general way for several

CBIR tasks. We compared results for several descrip-

tors (shape, color, and texture) in differents datasets.

The measure adopted is Mean Average Precision (MAP),

geometrically referred as the average area below Preci-

sion × Recall curves considering different queries. Ta-

ble 1 presents results for 11 image descriptors in 3 differ-

ent datasets. As we can observe in Table 1, the Contex-

tual Re-Ranking method presents positive effectiveness

gains for all descriptors (including shape, color, and tex-

ture). The gains ranged from +1.37% to +18.90%, with

8.57% on the average. We conducted a paired t-test and

conclude that there is a 99.9% chance of difference be-

tween the means (before and after the re-ranking) being

statistical significantly. Next subsections present the de-

scriptors and datasets used for shape, color and texture

experiments.

5.2.1 Shape Descriptors

We evaluate the use of our method with five shape de-

scriptors considering the MPEG-7 database [21]: Beam

Angle Statistics (BAS) [2], Segment Saliences (SS) [34],

Inner Distance Shape Context (IDSC) [22], Contour

Features Descriptor (CFD) [28], and Aspect Shape Con-

text (ASC) [23]. Results of bullseye score for all de-

scriptors are presented in Table 2. Note that the effec-

tiveness gains are always positive and represent very

significant improvement of effectiveness, ranging from

+5.29% to +16.80%, with 10.56% on average. Figure 15

presents the percentage gain obtained by Contextual
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Table 1 Contextual Re-Ranking Evaluation on Content-Based Image Retrieval Tasks.

Descriptor Type Dataset Score

(MAP)

Contextual Re-

Ranking

Gain

SS [34] Shape MPEG-7 37.67% 44.79% +18.90%

BAS [2] Shape MPEG-7 71.52% 76.60% +7.10%

IDSC [22] Shape MPEG-7 81.70% 87.39% +6.96%

ASC [23] Shape MPEG-7 85.28% 89.82% +5.32%

CFD [28] Shape MPEG-7 80.71% 92.76% +14.93%

AIR [15] Shape MPEG-7 89.39% 94.49% +5.71%

GCH [39] Color Soccer 32.24% 33.02% +2.42%

ACC [16] Color Soccer 37.23% 39.86% +7.06%

BIC [38] Color Soccer 39.26% 43.04% +9.63%

LBP [25] Texture Brodatz 48.40% 49.06% +1.37%

CCOM [20] Texture Brodatz 57.57% 63.67% +10.60%

LAS [40] Texture Brodatz 75.15% 78.48% +4.43%

Table 2 Contextual Re-Ranking for Shape Descriptors on
MPEG-7 (Recall@40).

Shape Score [%] Contextual Gain

Descriptor Re-
Ranking

SS [34] 43.99% 51.38% +16.80%

BAS [2] 75.20% 82.43% +9.61%

IDSC [22] 85.40% 91.84% +7.54%

ASC [23] 88.39% 93.07% +5.29%

CFD [28] 84.43% 95.71% +13.36%

AIR [15] 93.67% 99.80% +6.54%

Fig. 15 Contextual re-ranking percent gain for CFD [28]
shape descriptor on MPEG-7 classes.

Re-Ranking algorithm for CFD [28] descriptor consid-

ering each of 70 shape classes in MPEG-7 dataset. Note

that bullseye score was improved over 30% for several

classes.

The iterative behavior of the Contextual Re-Ranking

algorithm can be observed in results illustrated in Fig-

ure 16. The figure shows the evolution of rankings along

Fig. 16 Evolution of rankings according to iterations on
MPEG-7 [21] database (first column contains the query im-
age): the first row presents the results of CFD [28] shape
descriptor; the remaining rows present the results of the Con-
textual Re-Ranking Algorithm for each iteration.

the iterations. The first row presents 20 results for a

query image (first column) according to the CFD [28]

shape descriptor. The remaining rows present the re-

sults for each iteration of Contextual Re-Ranking algo-

rithm. We can observe the significant improvement in

terms of precision, ranging from 40% (on the ranking

computed by the CFD [28] descriptor) to 100% at the

fifth iteration of the re-ranking algorithm.

5.2.2 Texture Descriptors

The experiments considered three texture descriptors:

Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [25], Local Activity Spec-

trum (LAS) [40], and Color Co-Occurrence Matrix

(CCOM) [20]. We used the Brodatz [5] dataset, a popu-

lar dataset for texture descriptors evaluation. The Bro-

datz dataset are composed of 111 different textures.

Each texture is divided into 16 blocks, such that 1776

images are considered. Our re-ranking method presents

positive gains, presented in Table 1, ranging from +1.37%

to 10.60%.

5.2.3 Color Descriptors

Three color descriptors was considered for our evalu-

ation: Auto Color Correlograms (ACC) [16], Border
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Table 3 Contextual rank aggregation on several content-
based image retrieval tasks (Mean Average Precision)

Image Descriptors Type Dataset Score

(MAP)

CFD [28] Shape MPEG-7 80.71%
ASC [23] Shape MPEG-7 85.28%
CFD [28] + ASC [23] Shape MPEG-7 98.77%

ACC [16] Color Soccer 37.23%
BIC [38] Color Soccer 39.26%
ACC [16] + BIC [38] Color Soccer 42.14%

CCOM [20] Texture Brodatz 63.67%
LAS [40] Texture Brodatz 75.15%
CCOM [20] + LAS [40] Texture Brodatz 81.63%

/ Interior Pixel Classification (BIC) [38], and Global

Color Histogram (GCH) [39]. The experiments were

conducted on a database used in [44] and composed

by images from 7 soccer teams, containing 40 images

per class. We can observe positive gains for all color

descriptors, presented in Table 1, ranging from +2.42%

to 9.63%.

5.3 Experiment 3: Rank Aggregation

This section aims to evaluate the use of our re-ranking

method to combine different CBIR descriptors. We se-

lected two descriptors for each visual property (shape,

color, and texture): descriptors with best effectiveness

results are selected (except for MPEG-7 dataset, where

AIR [15] descriptor is very close to the maximum scores).

Table 3 presents the MAP scores obtained for rank ag-

gregation considering these descriptors. We can observe

significant gains compared with each isolated descrip-

tors results. Figure 17 illustrates the Precision x Recall

curves of shape descriptors CFD [28] and ASC [23] in

different situations: before and after applying the Con-

textual Re-Ranking algorithm, and after using it for

rank aggregation. As it can be observed, for both re-

ranking and rank aggregation, very significant gains in

terms of precision have been achieved.

5.4 Experiment 4: Combining Post-Processing

Methods

In this section, we aim to evaluate the use of our re-

ranking method combined with other post-processing

methods. We considered two post-processing approaches:

Distance Optimization Algorithm (DOA) [28] and Mu-

tual kNN Graph [19]. Table 4 presents the results for

MAP and Recall@40 measures. The gains are positives,

ranging from +0.30% to +0.90%.

Fig. 17 Contextual re-ranking and rank aggregation for
shape descriptors.

Table 4 Combining post-processing methods using contex-
tual re-ranking on MPEG-7 database (Recall@40).

Algorithm Score Contextual

Re-

Ranking

Gain

DOA [28] 92.56% 93.39% +0.90%

Mutual kNN Graph [19] 93.40% 93.68% +0.30%

5.5 Experiment 5: Comparison to Other Approaches

We also evaluated our method in comparison with other

state-of-the-art post-processing methods. We used the

MPEG-7 database with the bullseye score again. Ta-

ble 5 presents results of our Contextual Re-Ranking

algorithm and several other post-processing methods

in different tasks (re-ranking, rank aggregation, and

combining post-processing methods). We also present

the retrieval scores for some descriptors that has been

used as input for these methods. We can observe that

the Contextual Re-Ranking method presents high ef-

fectiveness scores when compared to state-ot-the-art

approaches. Note that our method has the best effec-

tiveness performance when compared to all other post-

processing methods in rank aggregation tasks.

6 Conclusions

In this work, we have presented a new re-ranking method

based on contextual information. The main idea con-

sists in creating gray scale image representations of dis-

tance matrix and performing a re-ranking based on in-

formation extracted from these images. We conducted a

large set of experiments, considering several descriptors

and datasets. Experimental results demonstrate the use
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Table 5 Post-processing methods comparison on MPEG-7 database (Recall@40).

Algorithm Shape Descriptor Score Gain

Shape Descriptors

Data Driven Generative Models (DDGM) [42] - 80.03% -
Contour Features Descriptor (CFD) [28] - 84.43% -
Inner Distance Shape Context (IDSC) [22] - 85.40% -
Shape Context (SC) [4] - 86.80% -
Aspect Shape Context (ASC) [23] - 88.39% -
Articulation-Invariant Representation (AIR) [15] - 93.67% -

Post-Processing Methods

Graph Transduction (LP) [47] IDSC [22] 91.00% +6.56%
Contextual Re-Ranking IDSC [22] 91.84% +7.54%

Distance Optimization Algorithm (DOA) [28] CFD [28] 92.56% +9.63%
Contextual Re-Ranking ASC [23] 93.07% +5.29%

Locally Constrained Diffusion Process [48] IDSC [22] 93.32% +9.27%
Mutual kNN Graph [19] IDSC [22] 93.40% +9.37%
Locally Constrained Diffusion Process [48] IDSC [22]+St. I [41] 93.80% +9.84%
Locally Constrained Diffusion Process [48] IDSC [22]+St. I [41] 94.85% +11.07%
Locally Constrained Diffusion Process [48] IDSC [22]+St. I&II [41] 95.60% +11.94%
Contextual Re-Ranking CFD [28] 95.71% +13.36%

Locally Constrained Diffusion Process [48] ASC [23] 95.96% +8.56%
Contextual Re-Ranking AIR [15] 99.80% +6.54%

Tensor Product Graph [46] AIR [15] 99.99% +6.75%

Combining Post-Processing Methods

Contextual Re-Ranking + DOA [28] CFD [28] 93.39% +10.61%

Contextual Re-Ranking + kNN Graph [19] IDSC [22] 93.68% +9.70%

Rank Aggregation Methods

Co-Transduction [3] IDSC [22]+DDGM [42] 97.31% -
Co-Transduction [3] SC [4]+DDGM [42] 97.45% -
Co-Transduction [3] SC [4]+IDSC [22] 97.72% -
Contextual Re-Ranking CFD [28]+IDSC [22] 98.95% -
Contextual Re-Ranking CFD [28]+ASC [23] 99.38% -

of our method in several image retrieval tasks based

on shape, color and texture descriptors. The proposed

method achieves very high effectiveness performance

when compared with state-of-the-art post-processing
methods on the well-known MPEG-7 dataset.

Future work focuses on: (i) parallelizing and op-

timizing the proposed algorithm; (ii) using other im-

age processing techniques, as dynamic thresholding and

other filtering approaches; (iii) analyzing other regions

of context images; (iv) investigating the use of context

images for other applications (for clustering and com-

puting the similarity between ranked lists, for example).
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